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The season of 1891 has been favorable for forest tree growth
at the Experiment Station. The oldest planted plats begin to
assume something of the nature of trees, and to illustrate char
acteristics of growth in the different species that seem to in dicate their ultimate utility in this region. Observations ham
been made during the year upon the rate of growth of the dif
ferent species, more especially with a view to determining what
trees will quickest form leaf canopy and thus require least cul
tivation. This is a matter of supreme importance to the
farmer tree planter. {!nlike the nurseryman, or the forester,
the farmer's tree planting must, in the nature of his voe,atiou,
be oue of many operations; aud it is usually the last to receive
attention. In a very excellent bulletin recently issued from
the Forestry Division of the Department of Agriculture on
"vVhat is Forestry?" Chief of Division Fernow proposes as an
experiment, "to simply br�ak the sod in June, and sow millet
or oats thickly to make a close stand; this will secure a return
for the labor of breakiug. The millet should be cut with a high
stubble, which may be expected to catch the winter snow, keep
down weed-growth, ancJ act as a mulching the next season.
Plant next spring as early as possible, in trenches, without dis
t1..1rbin� the ground between trenohes1 aw:1 m,01?t lH��ly cultiva1-
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tion will not be necessary the first season, while the second
season, with our dense planting, the trees should be able to
help themselves." This method is suggested more for the
Sand Hill region of Nebraska than for localities having a stiff
clay subsoil. It is certainly very different from our ordir:a"l'-y
practices, and if successful generally should act as a great im
petus to tree planting, as it reduces the work to a minimum.
The reason why it is introduced here, is not to rec01nmend it,
but only to indicate a fundamental principle in forest planting:
the necessity of securing a shade for the ground at the earliest
possible moment. So far as the method suggested by Prof.
Fernow is concerned, it wou.ld seem impracticable in this state,
where the grasses quickly take uncultivated ground, and where
the ordinary rainfall is not sufficient to insure the vigorous
growth trees would have to make to overcome the grasses and
weeds. However, it is an experiment easily tried, and planters
would get some interesting experience by devoting a s�all plat·
to the work.
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METEOROLOGY AND GROWTH.
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In the spring of 1891 eight half-acre plats were added to the
forest plantation, making a total of thirty plats or fifteen acres,
planted since 1889. Planting began April 23rd and was com
pleted within two weeks. Copious rains fell April 13 and 16,
with light showers on the four following days, and .26 inch rain
on the 27th. These showers made the ground in good condi
tion for planting, and in those plats that were set while the
soil was moist a good stand was secured. Before the two last
plats were set the weather had turned dryer, and, as during the
entire month of May only .8 of an inch of rain fell, the stand
in these plats i$ poor, the more so as a lar!!e proportion of the
trees set in them were pines and spruces. All the trees that
were planted early enough to be benefited by the April rains
made good growth during the season, the months of June and
�r uly being especially favorable for growth. After July 21st
only 2.63 inches rain fell the balance of the season, as against
2,87 inches for the same period in 1890. The extreme <lry
autumn of 1890, with the lack of snow in the winter, resulted in
quite severe winter killin�, the box-:elders being most injured.
The rainfall was a little better distributed this year, and it is
hoped less injury will result.
The year's planting showed the great importance of having
the ground in suitable condition as regards moisture when
planting is begun. Had planting been begun a week earlier
last spring a b�tter stand would have been secured, as the trees
would have thrown out young· roots before the dry weather of
May came. By having the land Jeep plowed in the fall, the
planter will be able to take advantage of the first favorable
spring weather to begin operations.
Following is a plat of the forest plantation, showing the vari
eties in each plat, and the number of trees alive in each in No
vember, '91. As the blanks in several plats were filled in last
sp1·ing and trees thus set were not. included in the summaries of
plats 1 to 10 made in another place in this bulletin, the totals
in the diagram and in the summaries will not agree.
In order that the numbers of the plats may follow in order as
the plantation is enlarged, a chauge in the numbering is made
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from that which appeared in Bulletin No . 20. Plats 1 to 10
. were planted i. n the spring of 1886, plats 1 1 to 22 in 1890, and
plats 23 to 30 in 1 891.
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THE M IX E D FOR.ES'r PLATS.
The following notes on the ten oldest forest plats, which were
planted with one and two yea,:- seedlings in the spring of 1889,
are gi ven as showing the present condition of the various m i x
t-il res, and their utility in shading the ground. The plats fl.re
numbered as indicated i n the diagram published.
PLAT NO.

1.

Th is plat, as will be seen by the diagram, has for its fa�mpo
rary trees ( those that are to be taken out first as thinning be
comes necessary ) box elder and Populus certinensis, and for
its permanent trees green ash, white spruce from Black H ills
and Scot.ch pine. The spruce were used, not because they were
regarded as especially suitable for permanents, but because,
having but few specimens, it was thought they would have a
better chance i n this arrangement to show how well they won kl
wi thstand flxposure. The following diagram shows the position
of th e trees, which are four feet apart. both ways.
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B-Box Elder.
S-White Spruce.
P-Popnlus certinensis,
A-Green Ash.
Scotch Pine substituted
in part for White Spruce.
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A t the time of setting, i n the spring of 1888, the box elders
used were one year seedlings, shipped in from nursery ;
the ash were two years old, having been grown in our nursery
one year ; the poplars were one year old, from cuttings set the
previous spring : the spruce were from ten to twelve inches
high, seedlings brought from the woods _in the Black Hills. In
a few rows Scotch pine, twice transplanted, were used in place
of spruce. In a few cases cottonwood was substituted for pop
lar. A very poor stand of box elder was secured, the yearling
trees not gro "·ing near so well as the two-year-olds set in other
plats . In '90 the blanks in box elder rows were reset with
yearling box elders. Last spring all blanks were set with year
line- ash, the average growth of which for the season has been
about two inches.
The p lat is, with one exception , the most open in the planta
tion, it being easy to pass among the trees · without touchin g
the branc hes. The box elders will �ot average more than fou�·
feet high , th ough those of the original planting are sPven feet
high. The popl ars average about seven foet high, 1md only one
of the original setting has died. This poplar ( P. certinensis ) is
erect in habit, though not quite as upright as Lombardy. Tlw
ash averages about four feet, only seven of the original setting
hemg higher than six feet. The spruces have merely become
established, som�what more than half are promising, the rest
being in bad condition.
The forest plats were cultivated twice the past season, the
last time in June. As certinensis poplar is 110t a dense shading
tree, and the remaining species have not made good growth un
til this year, the weed growth has been as great in this plat
as in any other save the larch plat. No math of weeds has
formed, and the land is now what would be called clean by
many farmers. The weeds that have grown among the trees of
this plat are Agrostis major, Pancum capillare, and Setaria
viridis, grasses; Chenopodillm albllm, lamb quarters;
Amaran tl..ls albl..ls, tumble weed ; Portl..llaca oleracea, purslane
or parsley; Rosa blanda, wild rose ; of these the fox tail
grass ( Setana viridis) and pnrslane are most preval
ent. In an adjoining plat in which the shade was dense
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throughout the summer, soil and other conditions being ident
ical, no we�d growth remained ( See Plat 4 ).
The average growth of the past season, for the different
species, with the number of trees, exclusive of seedling ash
planted last spring, is as follows :
79 Spruce ( Picea alba ) . . . . . . . . . . . . Average growth 1 inch
''
17 Scotch Pine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"
3 inches
" 12 inches
,,
102 Green Ash ( Fraxi11 us viriclis ) . . .
"
" 33 inches
335 Papulus certine11sis . . . . . . . . . . . .
502 Box ElderA verage growth of '88 planting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 inches
"
"
" '90
"
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 inches
Total in plat, 1035 .
PLAT 2 .

The following diagram will show th e arrangement of th e
trees in this plat :
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In s�veral rows Papulus nalester was substituted for cot
tonwood, and in a few places black wild cherry was substituted
for black walnut.
A much better growth has been secured in this plat than in
dlat 1, resulting in .a denser shade and less weed growth. The
tendency of weed growth to take possession of the ground is
clearly shown in this plat, where a few blanks of considerable
area have been formed. The cottonwood averages fully thre�

t
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feet taller than any other species i n the plat, many specimens
being three inches in dia.meter at the butt. The cottonwoo<l
leaf beetle has been more prevalent this season than ever be 
fore. Appearing in July, it fed through the month of August,
and severely checked the growth of the trees. Late in Sep
tember a new growth began, and the trees now ( Oc.t. 20 ) show
young leaves at the ends of the branches. This new growth
has been slight, only from one to three inches, but being unsea
sonable it may result in winterkilling.
; j

)

Populus no/ester, a Russian form, seems less 3uccessful than
the more common Populus certinensis. It is a much slower
grower than cottonwood, is not so strong, but seems less invit 
ing to the leaf beetle. Of the walnuts planted, but two in the
entire plat survived and these made poor growth. 'l'he blanks
in this plat, and in plats 4, 6, 8 and 10, were planted with choke
cherry seed last fall. The seed germinated freely but all the
trees were destroyed by cut-worms. The weed growth differed
frotn Plat 1 only in there being fewer weeds.
It will be noticed that the hard wood tree·s in this plat are
elm and ash ( the walnut having failed ), and the temporary or
nurse trees are cottonwood and box elder. Already the mixture
is proving itself a· poor one, for the cottonwood demands more
light than any other species in the plat, and grows most rapidly,
not only in youth but in age. Its foliage is thin, and its shade
is not dense, so that it is the poorest species in the plantation
for preventing weed growth. By overtopping the more valu
able elm and ash trees it will tend to check their growth, an<l
thus really hinder instead of aid their development. The box
elders used in this plat were nearly all one year old when set
( Spring of '89 ) and a poor stand was SeCUrAd, but the trees that
made a good start the year they · were set have made a good
grnwth, and have winter killed very little, while those that made
a feeble \rowth have winter killed quite badly, and are hardly
yet in a thrifty condition.
This suggests the importance of caretul setting at � time
when su.iicient moisture for growth is assured, and thorough
cultivation the first season.
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·330 Cottonwood aucl P . nolester , average height 9 ft., highest
euttouwood · 12 ft., 6 in. 243 Box elder, av. height 6 ft., tallest
tree 9 ft. 10 in. 111 White elm, av. height 3i ft , tallest tree 9 ft.
6 in ; 28 elms over G ft. high. 121 Green ash, av. height 41 ft. ,
tallest tree 7 ft. 4 in ; 22 ash over 6 ft. high.
The average grow th for the year was : ash 18 inches ; box elde r
38 inches ( killed back in winter of '90-91, on average 12 inches ) ;
elm, 28 inches ; cottonwood 33 inches (severely checked by leaf
beetle ). Total trees in plat, 805.
PLAT 3.

This plat consists of European larch and box elders, planted
a lternately throughout the plat. Larch trees 6 to 8 inches high
were bought and !!rown in nursery rows one year, then trans
planted in the plat. Yearling box elders were used, except a
few two-year-olds. As will be seen by referring to our Bul
letin No. 20, many larch trees were killed by a late storm iu
May 1890. The survivors have sh0wh peculiarities in growth
that are of interest. Only a very few of the trees have devel
oped a leading branch, and made strong upward growth. Al
most all have made good growth . of latral branches, which are
horizontal and near the ground. The few that have begun ver
tical growth, first made a similar latral development, so that it
is probable t4e remaining ones will develop "leaders" during
the next few seRsons. The plat is the poorest in the plantation,
both in the number and condition of its trees. The larch
have grown slowly, and at the fi.tst a good stand of box elders
was not secured, so that there has been nothing to catch the
snow, and the ground has been bare during the winters. In the
summer the slight shade has not been sufficient to keep down
weed urowth, and though the plat was cultivated two times
more than the remainin'! ones of the planting of '89, it now con
tains the most weeds. The principal weed is Setaria viridis,
fox tail grass ; the wild licorice, Glycyrrhiza lepidota , and wild
rose, Rosa blanda var. Arkansa11a , weeds with very tough un
de1·ground stems, are more common in this plat than in any
other. They are extremely difficult to exterminate? nothing hut

15
continued sc.a lpiug seems e ffective, and three years of this
treatment has u ot entirely dean ed the forest plats of tlrern.
Last spring the blanks iu this plat were filled w i th yearling
ash trees, almost all of which have lived. The plat co11tai 11s
208 .larch trees, average height 15 in., tallest tree 4 ft. 6 in; and
529 box elders, average height 8 ft., tallest tree 10 ft. Total in
plat 737.
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PLAT 4.

B--Box Elder.
P--White Pine ( Pin us s tro b us . )
Y-Yellow Birch ( Be t u la lu tea . )

B B B
This plat illustrates more g-raphically than any other, the im
portance of securing a good starnl the first s•mson. Six rows
crosswise of the plat were set with yearliu g box elders, direct
from a nursery, and in the uext seventeen rows two-year-old box
elders that had been once transplanted, were used . In the first
six rows a very poor stand was secured, while of the two-year
old trees less than a dozen failed. This may not indicate the
superiority of two-year-old trees so much, as it does the import 
ance of having the plants in the best condition at the time of
setting. The two-year-old trees were transferred from nursery
row in the experiment grounds direct to the plats, while the
yearlings were shipped in. The two-year-olds had much better
roots, however, and presumably were better able to make a vig
orous growth at once. Thus far at the Station the most vigor
ous seedlings have become more quickly established and have
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grown better than the smaller ones ; and this indicate:; that it
pays to buy first sizes of yearling trees.
rrhis plat also shows the value of rapid growing dense-shad 
ing trees. Among the two-year-old box elders mentioned the
latral branches were cut back in June, so as not to interfere
with the cultivator, but by September the branches were
slightly interlaced, and the ground was so shaded that no weeds
grew, though the more open parts of the plat, with the same
cultivation, supported a considerable growth of weeds.
The white pine is practically a failure. While there are
forty-nine pines alive, none have made over five inches of
growth.in the three seasons they have stood in the plat. . The y
merely send out a new tuft of l eaves �n the spring. Possibly
they will do better after a few years, btl't from their action thus
far they cannot be recommended. A few Colorado Blue Spruce
were set' last spring where pines had failed, and these have be
come well established .
The yellow birch has made satisfactory growth the past sea
son, and no trees of the species have died since the first season.
Being a native of much cooler and moister regions, it was feared ·
this tree woul d not stand here, but thus far it has done well.
The specimens that stand among the largest box elders are not
doing as well as those that stand where they have more sun 
shine. The birches are light-demanding species, and succeed
Lest in full sunshine.
SuMMARY.-The plat contains 877 box elders, those two years
old when set now average nine f1-Jet h igh, the tallest being
eleven feet. Yearlings when set average four feet high.
Greatest growth of box elder for the year, 57 inches. Average
growth for year 36 inches. 105 Yellow birch, average height,
54 inches ; tallest. 8 ft. 2 inches ; average growth, 30 inches.
Forty-nine white pines ; very little growth in three years.
Eight Colorado bl ue spruce ( Picea pungerns ) , set spring of '91.
Total number of trees in the plat, 1039.
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PLAT 5.
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B-Box Elder ( Negundo aceroides )
E-White Elm ( Ulmus Americana )
0-Burr Oak ( Quercus macro-

caupa) .

In this plat, as in the last, box elder is used as a nurse tree ,
t he permanent form being white elm and burr oak, both of
which species are indigenous in t his county.
'fhe elm seems to be especially adapted for cultivation in
prairie regions. It is hardy and a rapid grower. It has sev
eral peculiarities in youth which are ap t to bother the grower.
The first is a tendency to form forked branches, the two parts
being of such equal strength that 01.ie is always tempted . to
begin pruning at once. In our plats this tendency is already
apparent, but in the large ti'ees, one branch always g:ets the
lead of the other, and carries the trunk upward, so that there is
but little dan �er of splitting. T he most destructive pest that
has yet troubled t he elm is the jack-rabbit, which peels the
trees from a point just above the ground. The inner bark of
. the elm seems a favorite food .o f the rabbit, and as it is tough
and stringy, instead of breakin !! like the bark of the apple, £or
instance, it is pulled off in long strips. So that girdling this
tree is much more destruc tive than the barking of other species.
Very few elms have been killed, but they have been so in
jured that new shoots have sprung from crown buds, and thus
many specimens consist of of a number of shoots, instead of one
upright trunk. Last year the rabbits commenced barking the
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elms in October, and before anyone thought o f danger to the
trees a good deal of m ischief had been done .
Less than half the oaks grew. Small trees, 12-24 inches,
were planted. The first year m any grew from stem UU(ls, bnt
in most cases' the second spring the trees th rew U:p shoots from ·
the ground, and these will form the trees. The specimens a re ..
in fine condition. Their growth is slow, but they h ave large
healthy leaves and promise well.
As in the other plats, wherever the box elders have stood
well from the first their dense shade has pre vented weed
growth since cultivation ceased, but where the box elders a re
too small to sh ade the ground considerable growth of purslane,
foxtail, and a few other weeds has appeared.
SuMMARY.-rrhe plot contains 872 box elders, averaging 4 ft.
6 in. high, tallest 10 ft. 6 in. 164 elms, averaging 3 ft. , tallest 8
ft. 1 1 inches. 4o burr oaks, averaging 20 inches, tallest 3 ft. 2
inches. Total 1 102 trees, exclusive of ash, with which all
blanks were filled in the spring of 1891 .
PLAT 6.
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P-Populus certi11ensis, ( A Russ ian

Poplar ) .
E--White Elm , ( Ulrrws Americana. )
A-White Ash, ( Fraxi11 us Ameri-

· cana ).

In this plat certinensis poplar is used as a nurse tree in
stead of box elder, and the permanent trees are brought closer
together than in any of the plats before described . As has
been said, the poplar is not well adapted for use as a nurse, be
cause it is a light demanding species, and because its shade is
not dense enough to entirely prevent weed growth. The leaf
beetle has checked the groweth of the poplars very seriously
but they have showed astonishing vitality. Notwlthstanding
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the trees have been badly injured by leaf-beetle ( Lin.E.l scripta )
for thlee successive ' s�asons, very .few have died, though the
growth has been gre�tly chedked. Owing to the excellent stand '
i.n. this plat, a good shade has been form:�d, and weed growth
has been less than in plats where 'the box elde;r has been used,
but 'has not grown w'e IL Oertiuensis poplar is more dense and
upright ·t han the cottonwood, and so makes a heavier shade.
Both the ·�Im and ash have thus far grown well with the poplar.

SuMMARY.-The plat contains 688 poplars (in a few rows the
poplar was substituted for Alm or ash ), average height 6 feet
tallest 8 ft . 2 inches, average growth this season 2 feet ; 277
white ash, average height 3 ft. 9 inches, tallest 6 ft. 6 inches ;
344 white elm, average height 5 feet, ·tall est 8! feet, average
g rowth this season 2f feet ; total 1309 trees.
PLAT 7.
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W-Black Walnut, (]uglans nigra ) .
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In this plat the elm and a sh have grown better than in an y
other, probably owing to the fact that the sn ow has drifted
more among the trees and rem ained longer on the ground in
spring. This is the only plat save one iri which the walnuts
h ave done anything at all. Only 14 walnut trees, two of which
are white walnut ( Juglans cinerea) and the remainder black,
are standing. They seem to have become established and will
probably grow · w ithout further trouble, though it bas taken
three years for most of them to gain a foothold . The mixture
of poplar and box elder in the nurse-rows is not so satisfactory
as box e] der alone. As in other plats, where the box elder has
killed back weeds have sprung up since cultivation Cf'ased.
No great weed growth has been made however, and the cultiva
tion of next spring will easily over come it.
The soil through
out the plantation is in very fine condition.

r

SuM MARY. -The plat contains 75 elm trees, averaging 5 ft .
hi:2:h, 38 of which are 6 ft. high or more, the talJ est being 10 ft.
2 i n . ; 55 black wild cherry, averagin g- 4 ft. high, with 9 over 6
ft. , the tallest being 7 ft. 1 in. ; 83 white ash, averaging 4 ft . 9 i n .
the tallest 7 ft . 8 in . ; 14 wal nu t, averaging 18 in., the tallest be
ing 3 ft. 7 in. ; 573 QOX elder, avera�ing 5 ft . 6 in. ; the tallest be
Total 1 1 1 3
ing 10 ft. 7 in. ; 313 poplars averaging 4 ft . 6 in.
trees.
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I'LA'I' 8.
...

B-W h ite Birch, ( Be t ula a lba ) .
M- Silver Maple, ( Acer dasycarpum ) .
P-Scotch Pine, ( Pin us sylvestris ).
C-Cottonwood, ( Populus monilifercjl ).
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- As in other plats where differen t poplars have been used as
nurse trees, the result here is not as satisfactory as where box
elder has done well. It was thought the silver or soft maple
might prove valuable as a nurse, but it is rrL°ore tender than box
elder, and thus far has not proven as satisfactory as that va6e
ty in any other way. Last winte t the box elder killed back
where not p rotected by snow, but the box elder, unless very
much injured, will send up one stem from below the dead place,
and ' thu s form a single trnnk ; the maple is rather more tender,
and it sends up a member of shoots from below the dead line,
thus giving it a bush rather than a tree fo rm. It may be, as
the trees mature that one of these shoots will overcome the
others, thus forming a good trunk, but the tendency is the
other way.
The white birch thus far equals , if it does not surpass the
yellow birch in hardiness and in growth. It is a beautiful tree,
and a fevv specimens will be valuable for this reason, though
the species is not considered a useful forest tree, not attaining
large size.
Of 170 Scotch p i nes originally planted, 84, or about one half,
are now standing. Not more than half of these are in g ood
condition. Last spring the b l anks in the pines were reset with
fine trees from our own n ursery. Great care was taken in trans
planting, but extremely d ry weather followed, and very few of
the transplanted trees lived. The Scotch pines that are well
established are making satisfac tory growth and seem better
adapted for cultivation on the prairies than any of the conifers
yet tried at the Station.
The cottonwoods in this plat are similar in growth and con
di t10n to those already noted.
SuMMARY.-T his plat contains 110 white b irch, averaging 5 ft.
high, of which 58 are over 6 ft. high, the tallest being 8 ft. 6 in.�
84 Scotch pine, averaging 18 inches, of which the tallest is 4 ft. ;
165 maple averaging 4 ft. , of which 17 are over 6 ft. , the tallest
being 7 £t. 3 in. ; 99 green ash ( substituted for maple) ; 560 cot
tonwood and oth er poplars , the cottonwoods averaging 9 ft.
'r otal tree s 1018.
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0-Black Wild Cherry, (Prunus serotina) .
S-Red Willow, (Salix fragilis) .
W-Black Walnut, (Juglans nigra) .

P-Populus certinensis.
E- White Elm, ( Ulm us americana ) .
B-Box Elder, ( Negundo aceroides) .
Bi-White Birch, ( Betula alba ) .
A-White Ash, ( Fraxinus Americana ) .

In this plat a Russian willow was used with a Russian pop
lar and the box elder as nurse trees, the three species alter
nating in the rows. The mixture has nothing to recommen d
it, the willow being the poorest form in the plantation. In
stead of forming a trunk, the willow branched freely from the
ground, growing in the form of a bush in which the diameter
equaled the height. It will be noticed that the ash and elm,
which in all the plats have stood better than the remaining
hard woods, have made less growth in this plat than in any
other. This is due in large measure to the willow, which has
grown very rank, though not in tree form . This willow would
make an excellent wind-break or screen, but it is infested w ith
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the cottonwood leaf beetle ( Lina scrip ta ) , though not to such
a degree as the poplars. The willow makes a denser shade than
cottonwood, but !).Ot so dense as box elder, which it only sur
passes in hardiness. As a nurse tree box elder is to be prefer
red. In this plat ash a11d elm were substituted it part for wal
nut and birch.
rr he poplar has not grown as well in this plat as in plat 6,
owing probably to the spreading roots of the willow. The box
elder has done better, relatively, than any of the other species.
The general indications, however, are that this willow is not
suitable for mixing with other trees.
SUMM.ARY.--This plat contains fifty elm trees, averaging 3f
feet, ten of which are over 6 ft. high, the tallest being 8 ft. 2in. ;
67 ash averaging 3 ft. 8 in., three over 6 ft. high, the tallest being
6 ft., 4 in. ; 35 cherry avera�6ng 3 ft. 6 in., of which only one was
six ft. ; 24 birch, of whieh 7 were over 6 ft., the species not in as
good condition as in plat 8 ; 3 small walnuts ; 235 red willow
averaging 5 ft. high, very few being as much as 7 ft. high, much
branched and bushy ; 289 poplars, averaging 3! ft., not thrifty ;
256 box elder, averaging 5 ft., the tallest being 9 ft. 10 m .
'r otal trees i n plat 959.
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PLAT 10.

B E A c
B E A B B
E A B c E 0-Black Wild Cherry ( Prun us serotina) .
A c c E A B-Yellow Birch ( Betula lutea) .
c B E A c E-White Elm ( Ulm us A merica na) .
B E A B B A-White Ash ( Fraxin us A mericana) .
E A B c E
A c c E A
This is the only plat in the plantation that is composed en
tirely of hardwood trees. And while from the stand point of a
quick soil cover the mixture is not so useful as one in which a
rapid growing soft wood has been largely used, yet it is a q ues
tion whether the greater value of the thinnings will not more
than pay for added cultivation necessary. · 'l,he plat has been
freer from weeds, after being two times cultivated this year, than

c
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:i_;>lat 8, in wh1ch cottonwood is used for the nurse trees. The
shade cast by birch and cherry is dense, and nothing grows
beneath them, the ash at its best is a thin-foliaged tree, and
makes but little denser shade than the cottonwood. The elm
whilt3 young does not form a dense head, but its shade is quite
thick as it grows older.
The arrangement 0£ trees in th8 plat has already proven to be
faulty. As planted, birch and cherry stand beside each other,
leavin"g the two poorer shade makers together, and thus making
a place where the soil will remain uncovered and �rass and weeds
will grow. A better arrangement would hav6 been to alternate
cherry, elm, birch, and ash, thus placing a light foliaged species
between two dense foliaged kinds.
As regards the action 0£ the hard woods when planted together,
no difference has been observed in their growth between this
and other plots, with the poRsible exception 0£ the ash, of which
£ewer trees have reached the height 0£ six feet. The black wild
cherry has only developed the tree form in few instances as yet.
Most of the trees of this variety consist 0£ a mass of ·branches,
which start from the trunk within a foot of the ground, making
the tree as great in diameter as in height. A few specimens show
leading branches, and these indicate the tendency of the species.
Both white and yellow birch are spiral in shape, and they hold
their foliage later than any other_ deciduous species. '11hus far
they have withstood the extreme drouth 0£ our autumns as well
as any species, though they are natives a£ a cool damp climate.
Fewer birches survived the first year than any other species,
but once established they have proven satisfactory. It is yet too
early to recommend them without qualification.
'
SuMMARY.-The plot contains 252 wild cherry, a�eraging 4 ft.
in height, of which 20 are 6 ft. or over, the tallest being 7 ft. 3
in. ; average growth for the year 2 ft., greatest growth 39 inches ;
171 birch: averaging 5 £t. 6 in., 90 over 6 ft., the tallest being 9
£t. 7 in. ; average growth 2-l ft., greatest growth 56 in. ; 329 elm,
averaging 5 £t., 88 over 6 ft., the tallest being 8 £t. 6 in. , average
growth 2 ft., greatest growth 50 inches ; 301 ash averaging 4! £t. ,
13 over 6 ft., the tallest being 7 £t. 2 in., average growth 18 inches.

In addition to the hardwoods the plat ccntains 147 Populus
certinensis and 47 evergreens, which have been set in blanks. Of
the conifers the principal species u sed is l'inus ponderosa, set
last spring, and hence only established. A larger per cent of it
has lived after transplanting than any other conifer tri ed at the
station.
rrotal trees in plat 124 7.
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THE SEEDLING PLAT.

In this plat, containing 2 acres, 49 rods, fourteen varieties of
forefit tree seeds were pl anted in the fall of 1887. The follow
ing varieties survive : walnut, black wild eherry, g 1:een ash ,
box elder, hard maple ( acer saccharum ) . The plat is high
ground with a northern exposure, and but little snow lodged in
it last winter. The hard maple and walnut were measurably
protected by the snow, but the cherry, ash and box elder were·
practically without protection. The cherry killed back but very
little. The · ash came through the winter without injury, but
the box elder was badly injured, in many cases all the growth of
the previous season was killed. The tallf�st box elder in the plat
is 9 ft. 6 in. high, average height 6 ft. 6 in ., average growth for
the year 3 ft. Compared with the oldest box elders in plat 1-10,
which were broug-ht when one year old in the spring of 1888,
grown one year in nursery rows and then transplanted to their
present position, the seedlings of '87 are not so large, but they
average better than the yearling trees that were set in the other
plats in '89.
The green ash trees in this plat average 4 ft. 3 in. high, the
tallest being 7 ft. 2 in., and the average growth for the year 16
inches. The ash trees number several hundred, and they are all
in fine condition.
The hard maples are few in number and have made but little
growth, th� tallest being 12! inches hif!h. Cherry and walnut
are about eq ual in size and growth to the same species grown
in the forest plantation.
In 1889 and again in 1890 the blanks in this plantation were
filled in with box- elder, elm, certinensis popalar, laurel leaved
willow, birch, Norway popular ( P. tremuloides ?) and Scotch

pine. The certinensis popular has not grown as well in the
high, poorer soil of the seedling plat as it has in the plantation.
Elm and the � orway popular ( a popular n:. ceived under this
name from the nursery, but evidently one of the aspens, pro
bably P trem uloides) have done well, and the laurel leaved wil
low h3.s grown very well. Its glossy learns make it a noticeable
object in the plat. It is visited by the cottonweod leaf beetle,which
does it less injury than either cottonwood or certinenis poplar.
The birches do nut thrive in this plat as they do in the lower,
richer soil of the plantation.
The small plat of Scotch pines, in which 342 trees were set in
the spring of 1890, showed more than any other of the forest
plants the effects of the very dry autumn and open winter. In
the fall, as noted in Bulletin No. 20, 285 pines were in good con
dition. Of these not _ more than twenty-five survived, and less
· than a dozen are in good condition.
The land in which they stood is a gravelly knoll, �nd they were
set there to test the adaptability of the species in the severest
way. Evidently the tree requires a moister soil than the gravel
l y ridges furnish.
Comparing this seedling plat, which is on and near the ridge
of a l ong northern slope, with the forest plantation, which is in
low land at the base of a similar eastern slope, we find the trees
in the lower land as a rule larger, and in better condition, hav
ing been less injured by winter-killing. The soil in the planta
tion is deep and_ contains little gravel. 'l1hat in the seedling plat
is comparatively thin and is underlaid with a gravel stratum,
under which is the stiff clay, which also forms the sub· soil in
the plantation.
It is of far greater importance, however, to cover the ridges
of prairies with trees than to grow them in the richer lowlands.
They are not only more effective as wind breaks when placed on
ridges-protecting thus a far greater area-but they are immeas
urably more useful in saving snow water when planted in the
higher ground. And so, while observations thus far point to
greater success with trees grown in the rich low lands, the plat
in the higher ground demonstrates that, while growth is slower,
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trees can be grown in the poorer soil of the knolls, and some
varieties, notably the &.sh and aspen, seem to flourish there.
GROWTH FROM SEEDS.

The work with tree seeds has been very unsatisfactory the
past two years owing to drouth at the critical time of germina
tion, and to the pest of cut worms, which destroy the young
seedlings. Last fall seeds of choke cherry ( Prunus Virginiana )
were planted in all the blanks of t;be even numbered plats from
2 to 16 inclusive. The seed germinated well in the spring, but
while the little plants were less than two inches high they were
all destroyed by cut worms. The choke cherry is a slow grower,
and succeeds in partia] shade, and it was thought it would make
a more complete leaf canopy with the larger forms, besides at
tracting birds with its fruit.
Early in the spring a large quantity of box elder and green
ash seed, which had beenfrozen over winter, were sown in drills,
and germinated welJ, but all were destroyed while in the seed
leaf by cut worms.
In districts where the cut worme are numerous, it would seem
inadvisable to plant seeds, as there is no known way in which to
prevent the distruction of the seedlings by the worms, especially
if they are planted in drills or where the trees are to stand in
the forest plat. It is probable that in the course of a few years
the pest will pass away, when it will he again advisable to sow
seeds. Meanwhile the planter will find it more economical to
buy seedlings.
Conifer seed planted early, failed to germinate . Shortly after
the seed were sown dry weather came on, and this was doubtless
the reason.
.l!'or the purpose of comparison, a table of average growths of
varieties in plats, 1 to 10 inclusive, for the years 1889, 90 and
91 is here given. All the figures are averages, determined by
measuring a number of leading branches on the trees showing
the greatest, least and average growth, and workin g from these
data. They will not therefore correspond to the figures in the
notes.

Total G ro wth in Inches .
Va riety.

Popul u s pyrn m i cl n l i s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Po pnlns Nolester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J·\ l ,l f'k WRln 11t
.... . ... ....
\\' I C Wn.lnnt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Y ,. i . ow Bi n:h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W i i 1 te 011.k . . . . . . . . . . . .
.... .... ... ....
W l 1 i tc K i rch . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . ... .... .. .. . . .. ..
W ll i tc H: l m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B l a ck \\" i l d C h erry . . . . . . . .
.. .... .... ..
Solt. .M ap l e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
··
i i
·
�;�;)it:t;ii � � : : : . : : : : : : : : . . . . . . : : . . : : : : : : : : . . . . . .
l ,11 rch . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. .... . . . . ·· · · · · ···· ·· ·· ··
H i nck H i llR S pruce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W h i 1.e Pine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Po ;:r n l n s cert. i m·nsi!' . . . . . .
Box E l n er, one yeilr o l d * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Box .Elder, t,, o years old* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f i o t t o n wood . 1 Y"Hr oid* .
W h ite A sh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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N Or' E S ON J J> ARA S IT I C F U N G I O BS E R V E D N.' B RO Ol{
I N GS DURI NG- TH E S U l\'1 1\'l ER OF 1 8H 1.

T. A . Yv rLLrAMs, M:. A.

INTRODUCTION.
The term fungus ( plural fungi ) is a general one, applied to a ·
class of flowerless plants that get their nourishment from other
dead or living plants, or from ani mals. They contain no green
coloring matter ( chlorophyll ) . They are unable to manufac t
ure their own food from the elements of the soil or air, as do
most of the higher plants, but get nourishment already prepared
by higher plants.
A fungus is composed of t-,.,·o parts, a vegetative portion, or
plant body, and a reproductive portion or s pore. The former
us ually consists of variously modified threads ( mycelium ) , which
spread over or pAnetrate into the substance upon which the
fungus grows. These threads are usually more or less hranched
and are colorless or colored according to the k ind of fungus of
which they form a part.
The reproductive portion consists primarily of small bo,lie s
( spores) which are born on branches of the mycelium, or, in
specialised bodies or receptacles.
From their methods of obtaining nourishment · fungi are
divided into two classes : Those obtaining nourishment from
decaying matter. or SAPROPHYTES ; and those obtaining their foo<1
from living plants or animals1 or PARASITES. A parasitic fungua
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then is one that gets all its nourishment by robbing some other
living plant or animal.
Saprophtic fungi seldom does much damage. Under proper
conditions , however , some of them become parasitic or semi 
parasitic in their habits and then are more or less injurivus. It
is to the parasitic fungi that we must look for our injurious
forms. These send their vegetative threads through the tissues
of other plan ts causing disease and often death. The plant
upon which a fungus grows is called the ''host plant" or the
"host.' '
METHODS O F HEPRODUCTION I N THE PRINCIPAL KINDt; O F PARASI
TIC F UNGI.

The greater part of our injurious fun�i belon!!s to the kinds
commonly known as, THE BLIGH'I'S, THE MILDEWS, THE WHITE
RUSTS, THR SMUTS, THE RED OR BLACK RUSTS, and THE LEAF SPOT
FUNGI. In order that all may have some idea of the ways these
plants perpetuate themselves, a short account of the various
methods of reproduction is appended.
THE D OWNY MILDEWS AND WHITE RUSTS.

In both of these there are two kinds of spores or reproductive
bodies, one kind born on mycelia within the tissues of the
host plant , remains there until the tissues decay and fall away,
which is usually the following spring. These spores are known
as resting spores. They serve to carry the fungus over to the
next season. That is performing- the same function as do the
seeds of the flowering plants. T he other kind of spores ( conidia )
are born upon u pright branches of the vegetative threads.
ln the dow ny mildews these s pores are born outside, on the sur
face of the host plant, upon many-forked branches, and give the
surface a light colored down-like appearance . In the w hite rusts
the spores are developed beneath the surface of the host, form
ing shining white spots and later bursting through the epidermis,
giving the ·s n rface a white powdery appearance. In nearly all
cases this last kind of spore is produced in much greater quanti
ties than the resting spores, and as they germinate readily serve
to produce a more rapid multiplication of plants and a wider
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destribution than coula._ be gained were there but the one kind
of spore.
'l'HE BLIGH'l'S ( Perisporiaceae) .

These fungi have reproductive organs, much like the miedews
except that both kinds of spores are born on the surface of the
host plant. Leaves affected by the blight appear covered with
a grayish or whitish cobweb-like mass of threads or mycelia
interspersed here and there with small black ish specks. If one
of these specks were examined, with a compound microscope, it
would be seen to have a ball-hke form, usually with mauy slender
projections coming from its surface. 'r his bal l-like body is the
resting spore. When a mature resting spore is mashed under
the microscope it is seen to contain one or more sac-like bodies
filled with spores. These resting spores are provided with a
thick, heavy covering to protect the spores during the winter,
j ust as many seeds are provided with a hard shell for a like pur
pose.
The conidia of the blights are of the same color as the my
celia and are produced earlier than the resting spores. They
are born on upright branches of the mycelia.
The mycelia of the blights grow on the surface of the host
and send little branches or suckers down into the plant tissues
for nourishment and to insure a good hold upon the host.
In the leaf spot fungi the spores are born on little uprigh t
threads or i n minute blackish receptacles cl ustered i n variously
colored ( usually whitish or brownish) spots on the surface of
the leaf. Most of these fungi are imperfect forms and haVf� but
one kind of spore .
THE SMUTS ( Ustilagineae ) .
The mycelia o f the smuts grows entirely within the tissues of
the host plant so that it is difficult to acertain whether or not
plants are affected until the spores appear. As the mycelia de 
velope a mass of them congregate at some place "Within the host
plant (generally at or near the , flowers or fruit) and form the
spores. These when ripe show as a black powdery mass, as is
seen in the smutted ear of corn or head of wheat or barley.
The spores are very small, more or less rou:r:ded and black ; when
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dry they are easily blown about by the wind and so become
scattered over a large field. Many of them are covered with
minute projections which enable them to adhere to the surface
of plants and various other substances, and are thus carried
about as sandburs or cockle-burs are.
THE RUSTS ( Uredineae).

The nists are without doubt the most injurious of all fungi.
They are also the most difficult to destroy or prevent. This is
don btless due to their natural facilities for insuring reproduc
tion. Normally a rust, as for example the common wheat rust
Puccinia graminis), passes through three readily recognized
stages of growth on the same host plant or on different hosts as
the case may be. Stage I, known as the "Cluster Cap" stage
consists of numerous small orange colored cup shaped bodies,
arranged in clusters or scattered uniformly upon the surface of
the host. These ''cups" are filled with yellowish spores which
fall upon the surface of the host plant, germinate, and give rise
to sta!!e II, or the "Red Rust" stage. . This may be readily re
cognized in the reddish powdery masses coverin!.! the variou s
small grains just before harvest on a bad "rust" season. Tho
spores of this stage are born in small redish or blackish, often
elongated, openings in the epidermis of the host. These are
called sari (singular sorus). The red rust spores fall upon the
host a.nd germinate very readily producing stage III, or the
"Black Rust" stage. Sometimes however the same sori that pro
duced red rust spores produce black rust spores later in the
season. Black rust is by far the most destructive of all the stages
of these fungi. The black rust sporeR constitute the resting
spores. They lie in the straw or upon the ground till spring
when thPy germinate and produce minute oolorless bodies which
attach themselves to the young host plant, germinates, and the
fungus starts on its round of life once more.
REMEDIES AND PREVENTIVES OF FUNGOUS DISEASES.

To combat fungous diseases successfully the greater part of
the work should be done in endeavoring to prevent the disease
rather than to try to cure it after it has gotten a start. While
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it is often necessary to treat different diseases in different ways,
yet a few general suggestions can be given that may be profi
tably followed in most cases.
No straw or trash from infested grain should be allowed to
aecumulate or remain upon the ground, especially if the same
crop must be pl anted the next year .
All the refuse shoul d be
burned. Straw and stubble, from wheat affected with rust
should be burned.
Rotation of crops should be practiced as
much as possible. Potatoes or beets should never be planted in
ground where ''scabby" potatoes have been raised the preceding
year.
For the deseases caused by "blights," "mildewe," or the "leaf
spot" fungi such remedies as the Bordeaux mixture may be used
with reasonable assurance of success.
This mixture is made of lime, copper sulphate, and water,
mixed in the following proportions.
Lime, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 lbs.
Copper Sulphate, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 lbs.
Water, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 gallons.
The usual way is to slack the four pounds of lime in six gal
lons of water ; then disolve the six pounds of copper sulphate in
sixteen gallons of water ; as soon as they are cool mix all to
gether well. As the lime is only held in suspension it is ne c
essary to keep the mixture well shaken while applying it to the
plants. It may be applied by means of a spraying pump. The
time for spraying depends a great deal upon the season.
As a
rule the praying should begin about the last of May or the
first of June ; this being about the time that the fungi are be
ginning their growth. The mixture falls upon the leaves and
preYents the germination of the fungus spores and kills the
young fingi where they have not yet penetrated into the host.
It has been found that a more dilute solution of the Bordeaux
mixture is quite effective with such diseases as "leaf spot,"
"scab," &c. Mixing together 4 lbs. lime, and 4 lbs . of copper
sulphate to 50 gallons of water, this is much less expensive than
the first and m ore easily applied.
As yet no £m1gicicle h�� l?e(J:q foµnd th &t will s1�cc�s ? fuJly pr�:. .

y�;gt !l_l�ti

--
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Serious damage from smuts may Le prevented. It has LeE·n
found that t.lie damage done to grain by smuts comes from fuugi
developed from spores adhering to the seed of the grain wheu
sown. Dr. Jensen acting upon this fact treated grain with hot
water and found that the fungus spores were killed and that
the grain grown from seed treated thus was practically free
from smut while untreated seed yielded smutted grain. Experi
ments carried on at the Kansas Experiment Station by Dr. Kel
lerman showed that gr,1in could be raised comparatively free
from smut, by treating the seed with either Jensen's Ho t Wa ter
Trea tmen t or a solution of Livers of Sulph ur (Potassium sul
phiJe). Dr. Kellerman also found that there was a eousideraLle
increase in yield of grain beyond the amount that woulJ have
been destroyed by smut. He describes the method of treating
the grains as follows :

*

'1' ( R u l let, i u N o . 1:i, Ka nsas ::::\Late Expe ri m e 1 1 L :-; l aLiou J bUO.)
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DIRECTIONS FOR TREATING THE SEED.

THE JENSEN HOT-WATER TREATMENT.

"T he hot-water treatment consists in immersing the seed which
is supposed to be infected with smut, for a few minutes in scald
i ng water. The temperature must be such as to kill the smut
spores and the immersion must not be prolonged so that the
heat would inj ure the grain or embryo concealed within the
seed coats. l£ the water is at a temperature of 132! ° F. the spores
will be k illed, and yet the immerson, if not continued beyond
fifteen ninutes, will not in the least injure the seed. The smut
spores will possibly be killed by a ten mi.nutes'· i mmersion . A
fi fteen immersion, however is recommended.
The temperature
must be al1owed to vary . but little from 1 32! 0 , in no case
rising higher than 135 ° , nor falling below 130 ° . To insure these
conditions when treating large quantities of seed the following
suggestions are offered :
Provide two large vessels, as two kettles over a fire, or boilers
on a cook stove ; the first containing warm water (say 1 10 °-130° ),
the second containing scalding water (132! 0) .
· The first i s for the pu rpose of warming the seed preparatory
to dipping it into the second.
Unless this precaution is taken,
it will be difficult to keep the water in the second vessel at a
proper temperatu·re.
The seed which is to be trea ted must be placed a half bushel
or more at a time, in a closed vessel that will allow free entrance
and exit of water on all sides. For thi s purpose a bushel basket
made of heavy wire could be used, within which spread wire
netting, say 12 meshes to the inch ; or an iron frame could be
rottcle &t ft trifling coet, ov er wh ich th e wire P!3ttin g cQllld be
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s tnwhed. 'r his would allow the water to pass freely, and yet
prevent the passage of the seed . A. sack made of loosely woven
material (as gunDy-sack) could perhaps be used instead of the
wire basket. A perforated tin vessel might be preferable to any
of the above.
Now dip the basket of seed in the first vessel ; after a moment
lift it ; and when t.h e water has for the most part eRcaped, plunge
it into the water again, repeating the operation several times.
The object of the lifting and plungin�, to which might be ad
ded also a rotary motion, is to bring every grain in contact w ith
the hot water. Less than a minute is required for this pre
paratory treat ment, after which plunge the basket of seed into
the second vessel. If the thermometer indicates that the tem
perature of the water is falling pour in hot water until it
is elevated to 132! 0 • If it should 1·ise higher than that, add
s mall quantities of cold water. This will doubtless be the most
effectual method of keeping the proper temperature, and re
quires only the addition of two small vessels one for cold and
the other for boiling w ater . The basket of seed should very
shortly after its i m mersion be lifted and then plunged and agi"'.
t ated in the m ann er described above, and the operation should
be repeated eight to ten times during the immersion ( which
should be continued fifteen minutes). In this way every por
tio n of th e seed will be subjected to the- action of the scalding
wat e r. Im medi atelyaftt>r its n m oval d a E: h cold \\:ater over it., or
plunge it into a vessel of cold water, and then spread o-i1t to dry .
Another portion can be treated similarly, and so on till all the
seed has been disinfected. Before thoroughly dry, the seed can
be sown.
The important precautions to be taken as follows : 1st -Main
tain the proper temperature of the water (132! ° Fahr.) , in no
case allowing it to rise higher than 135 ° or to· fall below 130 ° .
T his will not be difficult to do if a reliable thermometer is used
and hot or cold water be dipped into the vessel as the falling or
rising temperature demands. Immersion fifteen minutes will
not then injure the seed. 2nd.-See that the volume of scald
ing water is much greater (at 'least six or eight times) than that
of t he f:!e�q. tr��t <3g flt any 9µ� ti� e : grq.���yer fill tlw lnw,k�t
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o r sack Gontaining the seed ent irely full, but always leave room
for the grain to move about freely. 4th.-Leave the seed in the
second vessel of water fifteen minutes.
THE POTASSIUM SULPHIDE TREATM'ENT.

Our experiments this year seem to show· t L1at a. weak solution
of potassium sulphide is nearly if not qu ite as good as hot
water for treating oats to prevent smut. Since th is method may
prove more convenient than the Jensen method for treating
small quantities of grain, we give direc tions for carry ing it out.
The potassinm sulphide is cheapest in the "fused" condition ;
it costs about 25 cents a pound.· One pound of the sulphide
should be dissolved in 24 gallons of water. Place the seed in a
wooden vessel and pour on the solution until the seed is covered
several inches deep. Stir the solution before pouring it on the
grain and thoroughly mix the seed several times before taking
it out of the solution. The oats should stand in the solution 24
hours f,l,fter which they may be spread out to dry.
It will probably be best to sow the seed as soon as possible
and before it becomes t horoughly dry."
NOTICE.

We are desirous of obtaining all the information possible
conce rning ihe fungous deseases of economic plants. All such
information w ill be · gratefully received. Specimens of diseased
plants can be sent by mail at one cent for each cunce. They
need only be wrappad in paper and directed to the station.
We are also anxious to get specimens of grasses and forage
plants of the state together wit h information concerning their
habits and value as forage, e ither for hay or grazing.
Address 'l'HE BOTANIST OF THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
STATION, BROOKINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA.,

I
FUNGI CAUSIN G MORE OR LESS DAMAGE �ro USE
FUL PLANTS.

PERONOSPORACEAE.
PERONOSPORA ARTHURI, Farlow. Mildew of evening primrose.
On yellow evening primrose ( Oen o thera biennis), covering
the leaves with a mass of white filaments causing them to curl,
lose color, and finally fall prematurely. It has been very
injurious to plants in the flower gardens this season,
PERONOSPORA VIOLAE, DeBary. Violet or pansy mildew. Found
rarely on pansies in flower gardens. It is very injurious.
PERISPORIAOEAE. THE BLIGHTS.
PonosPHAERA TRIDAUTYLA,(Wallr.) DeBary. Cherry blight. On
leaves of the common cultivated cherry (Prun us cerasus) and
sand cherry ( Prunus p umila ). It covArs the leaves with a net
work of fine whitish filaments, spreading over both upper and
under sides.
The leaves of young shoots are usually more
liable to injury. The fungus was especially injurious to the
sand cherry, often covering every leaf on a plant and ca using
eariy dropping of the leaves ; thereby hindering the proper
developement of buds and ripening of the wood. June-Sept
ember.
SPHAEROTHECA PANNOSA, ( Wallr. ) Lev. Rose blight. This fung 
us has been observed but a few times on leaves of wild rose
( Rose arkansana ) and once on leaves of cultivated roses.
It has caused little or no damage so far. July.
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SPHAEROTHEOA MORS-UVAE, ( Schw. ) Berk. and Curtis. Goose
berry and currant blight, on leav&s of cultivated gooseberry,
and wild black currant ( Ribes .ioridum ). .Not common
nough to be injurious. June.
lVII<;R OSPHAERA ALNI, ( DC. ) Winter. Lilac blight. On leaves
of \lilac (Syringa vulgaris). Rare. Causing but little clam 
ag�. June-July.

')

ERYSI HE CoMMUNIS, ( Wallr. ) Fr. Pea blight. Common on
leaves and stems of garden peas. This fungus was not so
destructive this season as it has been in previous ones. It
often bcacomes a serious pest. June-July.
PYRENOMYCETES.

THE BLACK FUNGI .

SPHAERIA ULMAE, Schw. On leaves of White Elm ( Ulm us
americana). It forms irregular blackish spots on the leavPs
but appears too late in the season to do much damage.
PHYLLACHORA GRAMINIS, ( Pers. ) Fkl. Leaf Rpot. Forming
elongated black spots on the l eaves of Muhlenberg's gmss
( Muhlenbergia mexicana ) and rieE:1-cut-grass ( Leersia vir
ginica ). Although the fungus is very plentiful it seldom
does much injury as it �enerally appears late in the season
when the leaves are dead or dying from frost.
PLOWRIGH'l'IA MORBOSA, ( Schw. ) Sacc. Black-knot. On limhs
of wild plum ( Prunus americana ) and choke cherry ( Prunus
virginiana ), causing great black swellings, deforming and
finally killing the limbs. Very common and injurious. In
many states this fungus has become so bad on cultivate<l
plurns as to completely ruin large orchards. The only reme
dy is to cut off and burn all deseased parts year after year,
.•
taking care that no affected parts are allowed to remain over
from one season to another.
DISCOMYCETES.

THE _CUP-FUNGI.

RHYTISMA ACERINUM, ( Pers. ) Fr. Black leaf spot of maple. On
living leaves of soft or silver maple ( Acer sacclnirinum ),
forming large, irregular, thickened, black, areas. Thus far this
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fungus has not been plentiful enough to be very injurious. It
has been known to completely strip large groves of mapl
in Nebraskit. June to September.
RHYTISMA SALICINUM, Fr. Black leaf spot of willow. O 1v
;d
ta ) ,
. i ng leaves of diamond willow, ( Salix corda ta var vest
forming spots as described in the preceding. It was ound
quite plentifully this season and did considerable q,{mage.
July-October.
/
UREDINEAE.

THE RUSTS.

UROMYCES TRIFOLII, ( Alb. & Schw. ) Wint�r. Clover rust. On
leaves of mammoth red clover (Trifolium pratense var.)
grown in the experimental plats on the College farm. It was
found but once and was not very plentiful but did considerable
damage to the host.
MELAMPSORA FARINOSA, (Pers.) Schroet.
Willow rust. Very
plentiful on the leaves of nearly all our common willows.
During the summer the leaves become covered with small
powdery spots of orange yellow spores: These spots become
brown or black later in the season. The fungus has been
very destructive this year, having much to do with the early
falling of the leaves.
MELAMPSORA POPULINA, (Jacq.) Lev. Cottonwood or poplar rust.
Common on leaves of cottonwood (Populus m onilifera) and
the various species of poplar growing on the college grounds.
Similar in appearance to the willo,v rust but not so injurious,
this year. A few trees were noticed badly damaged.
PuccINIA CORONATA, Corda. Oat rust. II and III on leaves,
sheaths and stems of oats. This rust occurred but rarely,
and did but little damage compared to the next.
PuccINIA GRAMINIS, Pers. Grain rust.
II and III. Common
on wheat, cats and many grasses. It has not been very des
tructive to small grains this year, as it appeared rather too
late. A few fields of late wheat were found that were more
or less damaged. It has been very destructive to the wheat
grasses, (Agropyrum gla u_cum, Ag. camimm , and Ag. ten-

erum) especially to the latter species.
Squirrel-tail grass
(Hordeum jubatum ) was also very badly affected. Several
farms were noticed where wheat grass and squirrel-tail were
so badly affected that there is no doubt that their stems and
leaves contained enough rusts pores to "seed" thousands of
acres of grain. Were these grasses carefully collected and
burned most of these spores would be destroyed. It 1s prob
able that such grasses as these aid materially in causing many
damaged fields of grain.

PuccINIA PRTTNI, Pers. Plum rust . III. On leaves of wild plum
( Prunus americana ) . Rare. It is very injurious when abund
ant.

PuccINIA STIPAE, Arthur. III. On porcupine grass(Stipa spartea).
It causes but little damage.
PuccINIA VIOLAE, (Schum . ) DC. Violet rust . I-III. On leaves
of common wild violet ( Viola cucullata ) . It often becomes
very injurious. May-July.

AccIDIUM FRAXINI, Schw. Ash rust. On leaves and petioles of
green ash ( Fraxinus viridis ) Quite commonand destructive.
Often greatly distorting the affected parts. June-July.

AECIDIUM GROsSULARIAE, Schum. Gooseberry or currant rust.
On leaves and berries of common gooseberry ( Ribes rotundi
folium), and black wild currant ( Ribes .ioridum). Abundant .
Very destructive, especially when the fruit is affected. Many
bushes were noticed with scarcely a leaf or fruit unaffected.
May-July.
UREDO CAEOMA-NITENs, Schw. Blackberry and Raspberry rust .
Covers the whole under surface of the leaves with au orange
red powder ( the spores). Does much damage to the host
wherever found . Happily it is as yet quite rare here.
USTILAGINEAE. THE SMUT S .

UsTILAGO AVENAE, ( Pers.) Jensen . Loose smut o f oats. In
· heads of oats, causing them to t urn to a black powdery mass,
totally ruining the grains. Quite common and very destruct
ive. Damaged some fields considerably this year,
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UsTILAGO HYPHODYTES, (Sch]ect) Fr. Grass smut . Destroys the
tissues of the stem within the sheaths. Found but once on
porcupine grass, (Stipa spartea . )
URTILAGO MAYDIS, (DC .) Corda. Corn smut. On ears, stalks,
and tassels of corn. Often totally destroying the ear. It has
not been plentiful enough to cause much damage.
URTILAGO NUDA, ( Jensen) Kellerm & Swingle. Naked smut of
barley. Often causing the complete destruction of barley
heads. Several fields were observed to be quite badly affl ict
ed by this smut.
DRTILAGO TRITICI, (Pers.) Jensen. Loose smut of wheat. Sim
ilar m appearance and effects to the preceeding species. Com 
mon and destructi ve. Some fields were ba<ll y <lamage(l tl 1 P
past season.
SPHAEROPSIDEAE.
VERMICULARIA DENUDATA, Sehw. ( ? ). Ou leaves an<l sfa"lms of
Kentueky blue -grass ( Poa pratensis) and wire grass ( Poa
compressa ) . Usually not very destructive as it is most plenti 
f u l rather late in the season. I n a few instances it f l i d con 
siderable damage to Kentucky blue grass.
STEG ONOSPORA SPINACEAE, E. & E. ( n . sp . in lit . ) . Leaf spot of
spinach. This species was discovered on leaves of spinach in
the c ollege g ardens the past season. It forms circular grayish
spots on the, leaves, causing them to be un fit for use, and final 
ly, to fall off. Very des tructive . Found usually in company
of Peronospora effsua.

SEPTORIA l., RUNI, Ellis. Leaf spot of the plum. On leaves of
common plu m ( Pnm us americana), giving them a spotted
appearance, not pleasant to behold, and damaging them con 
siderably .
SEPTORIA RIBES, Desm. Gooseberry and currant leaf spot.
Quite abundant on leaves of gooseberry ( Ribes ro tunclifolimn ) ,
and wild black currant ( Ribes floridtrn1 ) . Many instances of
its destructive character have been observed this season, par
ticularly on the wild black currant.
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SEPTORIA RUBI, West. Raspberry leaf spot. Not uncommon 011
leaves of both wild and cultivated raspberries. It sometimes
becomes destructive.
PIGGOTIA FRAXINI, B. & C. On ]eaves of green ash (Fraxinus
viridis). It forms irregular black patches on the lenes, and
though most plentiful on the fallen leaves, has been very de
structive to the fresh ones this year. It has been one of the
chief agents in stripping the trees so early in the season.
HYPHOMYCETES.
OrnruM ERYSIPHOIDES, Fr. Mildew. On leaves of turnip; caus
ing them to appear as if co_vered with flour. Apparently not
injurious.
RAMULARIA ARMORACIAE, FucKEL. Leaf spot of horseradish.
(Nast urtium a rm oracia ) . Frequently doing a great deal of
damage to the leaves. Many of th8se may be found with the
spots completely covning the surface ; the whole leaf having
a whit�ned appearance.
RAMULARIA TULASNEI, Sacc. Strawberry leaf spot, or Straw
berry blight. On leaves of both wild and cul tivated straw
berries, common' . Some varieties of cultivated strawberries
are almost free from blight, while others are always more or
less affected. When a patch becomes infested with this fungus
all the affected leaves should be co1 lected and burned. Some
growers rncommend burning over the entire patch once
a year. This, however, should not be done if the ground is
ver:y dry, but if the soil is moist and a good wind blowing, it
may do, great care is necessary at all times.
ScoLECOTRICHUM MACULICOLA, Ell. & Kell. Causing spots on
leaves of reed grass, (Phragmites vulgaris ).
CERCOSPORA BETICOL.A., Sacc. Leaf spot of beet. Common on
leaves of garden beet, frequently becoming quite injurious.
Causes the leaves to curl and dry up.
CERCOSPORA CIRCUMSCISSA, Sacc. Leaf spot of cherry ; gun shot
disease. · On leaves of wild and cultivated cherries. The

•
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fungu& forms brownish spots, which after a time, fall out,
leaving the leaves as if perforated by shot holes. Often very
destructive.
E. & K. Elm leaf spot . Not very
common, aud not very destructi ve. On leaves of elm ( Ulm us

OERATOPHORUM ULMICOLUM,

i.l mericana ) .

. I

•

II.
BENEFICIAL FUNGI .
The fungi classed under the above head include those par
asitic species damaging weeds, an d inj urious plants, hence they
are to be classed as beneficial to the farmer.
ENTOMOPHTHORACEAE .

THE IN SECT FUNGI.

EMrusA MUSCAE ( Fr. ) Cohn. Fly fungus. On the common lwuse
fly. It has been very plentiful here this year, appearing earlier
than usual . The affected flies may be readily recognized,as they
attach themselves to the walls, curtains, &c. , and soon become
more or less distended,and covered with a whitish powdery sub
stance ( the spores ) . After hanging for some time in this man
ner they become surrounded by a white circle of spores.
PERONOSPORACEAE.
PERONosro1-u CYPA RISSI AE, DeBary . Mildew of spurge. On leaves
and stems of spurge ( Euphorbia spp. ) . Showing a s a violet
tinged mildew on the affected parts. It causes the plants to
assume an upright mode of growth, ( Conidiadeeply tinged with
violet ; 13}-lSu, Ellipsoid ) . Very plentiful. The affected
plants were usually quite badly damaged.
PERONOSPORA LEPTOSPERMA, DeBary. On under side of leaves
of wormwood ( Artemisia biennis ). Common . Frequently
doing considerable damage to the host by causing the leaves
to turn yellow, dry up, and fall off. July-September.
S cr.EROSPORA. GRA.MINrCOLA; ( Sa.cc. ) Schroet. Mildew of grass.
Very 9QllllllOn this se&son on fox tail ( Setari4 viriclis). l t
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appears usually, 011 th e upper leaves and causes them to mu:l
aud die. The flower-spike instead of ripening the usual quantity
of seed forms a bushy, leafy, mass and bears no seed at all.
The fungus has kept a great many plants of this weed from
"going to seed" this year.

PLA SMOPA RA 1- 1 ALsT E D u , ( Farl. ) Berl. and DeToni. On leaves
of wild artichoke (Helianth us tnberosus), and marsh elder
( Iva xan thifolia ) . Plentiful. This is the most destructive
species of my acquaintance. Many plants were found with
eve ry leaf affected. T he m arsh elder is one of our com monest
roadside weeds, and thousands of them were killed th.is sea
son by the mildew: July- September.
C Y:-;To Pus 11 L 1 T 1 , ( Biv. ) DeBary . Whit.e rust of pigwee<l. Very
plentiful on common pigweed ( Amarantus retroflexus ) , an d
the tu mble weeds ( A marantus alba and A . blitoides ). It
form s white patches on the under side of the leaves ; which
break open later emitting many wh ite, powdery, spores, hence
the name "white rust." Quite injurious especially to the
tumble weeds. July-October.
C- n;TO rus CA N m rn rs, (Pers. ) Lev. This white rust occurs upon a
great number of hosts belonging to the order Cruciferae. It
has been collectod on pepper grass (Lepidium virginicum
and L. intermedium ), hedge mustard ( Sisymbrium o.ii
cinale ). shepherd's purse ( Capsella bursa-pastoris ), black
mustard ( Brassica. nigra ), white mustard ( B. ab/a ), charlock
( B. arvensis ), _ and water cress (Nasturtium hispid1.tm).
C nrro1�us portulacae, (DC) Lev. White rust of purslane. Af
fects the under side of the leaves of purslane (Portulaca ole
mcea). Very plentiful but· apparently doing little damage.
C vsToP us T R A G OPOG O :N r n, (Pers.) Schroet. On rag weeds (A mbrosia
i:iJJJJ·). Common. By far th e m ost destructive species of this
genus, com paring well with Plasm. lialsteclii. In many places
along the roadside and streets the weeds were completely
stripped of all but the very uppermost leaves, and sometimes
even these succumbed,
What is probably the s�nie species

(l
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was col lected on wormwood (Artirnesia biennis), where it was
etp.rnlly iujurious, when found in sufficient quanti.ties.
PERISPORIACEAE.

THE BLIGHTS.

E 1,n,1 P H E c 1<.: 1 L o 1 iACEA R U M , DC. On great rag weed ( A rnb1'u'sia
trijida,) and golden rod ( Solillago spp.). Common and ofteu
quite destructive.
URDEINEAE.

THE RUSTS .

U Jw j, 1 Yc.Ks i,:m · u o i : m A E, Cke. & Pk. Rust of Euphorbia o r spu rge .
II--III on leaves of spurge (Euplwrb'ict smpyllif'ol-ia a nd E.
hypm·icifolia). One of our commonest rusts. It seldom be
comes very destructive.
UJU l M Yc.Es roLYGONI, (Pers.) Fuckel . I-II-III. On lea ves
and stems of knotweed, or door weed ( Polyr1onuui ,:r·ect-um, P.
lt'I Jicular·c ctr,cl P. r·amosiss'irnum). A very com mons pecies ofteu
becoming quite destructive in all its stages. May-Septem
ber.
Arthur & Holw. Cone flower rust. I II
On cone flower ( Rudbeckia lacini:ata). Forms definite raised,
light brown, or brown, spots on the underside of the leaf.
'rhe tissues of the affected spot, after a time, fall a.way, leav
ing an irregular hole. When the whole leaf is affected, i t
rolls u p and falls off. A common and destructive species.
June-October.

U 1w M Y c .Es RUD H EC K T A E,

Puccrnu coNvOLV U L I, (Pers. ) Cast. Morning glory rust. II- III.
On leaves of wild morning glory, or hedge bind-weed (Con·
volvulits sepiimi). A common and often very jnjurious species,
often deRtroying nearly every leaf.
Puccrn1A E .M A CU L A T A , Schw. III. Ou old witch grass ( Pani
cwn capillare). Usually 011 the upper surface of the lea ves,
causing them to shrivel and clry up. Not uncommon, and
frequently destructive.
P ucc1NIA HELIANTHI, Schw. Sunflower rust. II & III. On sun
flower (HeUanthus annu'us H, maximiliani, & H. gigar1.,teus )

I
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Very common and destructive.
u nde r surface of the leaf.

Often covering the entire

II & II I.
On · water
Pucc1NIA POLYGO NI-A M PH IJH I , Pers.
persicaria (Polygonum ampliibi'ttm), and tan weed (Polyr1onitrn
ter-r·estre ) . This species is very common, and also very de
structive. It appears on the under side of the leaves, some
times scattered indefinitely over the surface, but usually in
more or less circular spots.
Puc u 1 N 1 A PRE N A NTHIS, (Pers.) .lfuckel. I, II & III. On wild
lettuce ( Lactuca pulcliella). Common and destructive, especi
ally in the first stage, which is usually found along the mid- .
ribs of the leaves. The affected plants assume a much more
upright mode of growth than their fellows, and seldom rip@n
many seeds.
P uc c1N1A TA RAXACI , Plow. Dandelion rust. II & III. On false
dandelion ( T?·oximon gla'ucum). Not common and not very
inj urious. What is probably the same thing bas been col lect
ed several times on common dandelion ( Tamxacurn officinale) ,
upon which host it is much more destructive.
Pucc l N I A x A NTHn, Schw.
Cockle bur rust. III. On common
cockle bur (Xantliium canadense) . Forms large, swollen
brownish places on the under surface of the leaves. It is
quite common and frequently becomes very destructive.
PHRAG M IDIUM SPEcrnsuM, Fr. Stem rust of the rose. II & III.
On wild rose (Ro8a arkansana). Very common and destructive.
Stage II appears usually in June on the younger stems,
petioles, and sometimes, leaves, buds and fruit, forming large,
bright orange masses of spores.
Stage III appears later as
a black, powdery mass upon the stems.
P H RAGMIDIUM su ncoRTI0I UM, (Schrank)Winter. Rose leaf rust. II
& III. On leaves of wild rose (Rosa arkansana). Not uncom
mon, and sometimes becoming destructive. Sori scattered
over the under surface of the leaf, giving it a powdery ap
pearance. This species has been known to be quite in
j urious to cultivated rnfl�S7
pnly on · wild roses.

but so far,

it lrn� l)�{Jl! f9,rnq h�re
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AEcrn rn 1,,r A POCY N1, Schw. On Indian hemp or dogbane ( Apoc 
ynitm cannabinum). Not very common and seldom injurious,

A i£cnuuM coMPOSI'TARUM, Mart. var. HELI A NTHI, Burrill. Sun
flower c luster cup, or rust. On leaves of sunflower (Heli
antkus rigidus and H. grosse-serratus) common and often de
structive.
AEcmrnM EUPH ORBIAE,Gmel. Euphorbia, or spurge rust, or cluster
cup. On leaves of (Euplwrbia sp-.). Often very injurious,
completely covering the under surface of the leaves, and
causing the affected plants to have a more upright :n;iode of
growth.
Anurnr nM JAMESIA N U M, Pk. Milkweed rust. On wild milkweed
( Aselepias syi·iaca and .A.. speciosa). Very common and quite
destructive, especially to the l atter host.
A Ecn n u M URTJCAE, Schw. Nettle rust. On lea;es of common
nettle ( Urtica gr·acilis). Rather uncommon, but very de
structive whenever found.
AECIDl U M VERB.ENAE Speg. Verbena rust . On leaves of hoary
vervam ( Ver·bena stricta). As yet not common or destructive.
USTILAGINEAE .

THE SMUTS.

UsTI LAGu PA NICI - MJ LIACEI, (Pers.) Wint. On flower panicles of
old witch gtass (Panic-um capillar·e.) This smut has been ex
ceedingly plentiful this year, and very damaging to its host,
often completely destroying the . panicles, turning them into
black masses of spores. The plants are generally very much
distorted.
E NTYLOMA PMYSALrnu;, (Klachbr & Cke.) Wint. White smut
of ground cherry. On leaves of Physalis lanceolata, form
ing roundish spots in the tissues of the leaves ; white on the
lower surface and brownish on the upper. Not uncommon
and usually causing but little damage.
SPHAEROPSIDEAE.
S EPTORIA AsuLEPIADICOLA, E. & E. Leaf spot of milkweed. On
swamp milkweed (Asclepias incarnata). Common and, qeE:1trqot
ive.
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S EPTORIA ATR I PLLCER, (Wetit. ) F uckel. On ]eaves of µ-oosefoot
( Uhenopodium hybrtClum au<l U. aluidurn). Very common au<l
destructive.
SEPToH,IA EJW.:i ERONns, B. & C. Leaf spot of horse weed
( H1·iyeron canadense). Plentiful aud destructive.

8.EPTORI A

LACTUCICOLA, E. & l\L Leaf spot of lettuce. On leaves
of wild lettuce (Lact'Uca sp--. ) Not uncommon and often
rather injurious.

SEPTOl{lA roLYGONORt:.u , Desm. Leaf spot of smart weed. On
lp,aves of lady's thumb (Polyyornun per�icaria) and smart weed
(P. pennsylvanica). Forms conspicuous spots on the leaves.
Very common and quite destructive.
SEPTOlUA RUDBECKLE, E. & Halsted. Leaf · spot of coue flower.
On leaves of tall cone flower [ Rudbeck:fo. lacin:iata ]. Very
plentiful and destructive. Forms large irregular purple-brown
spots containing one or more whitish ones. The spo ts ofte11
run together and cover the entire surface of the leaf, causing
it to wither and die.
HYPHOMYCETES.

O v uLA l{LA OBLH.>,UA, [ Cke. J Oud. Leaf spot of dock. Ou leaves
of curled dock ( Nu,mex crispus ), and golden dock ( R.
rna1·itimits ). Forming brownish spots on the leaves. Com
mon and destructive.
R A MULARI1\. AIWENs1s, Sacc. On leaves of five finger or cinque
foil ( Potentilla norvegica ). Very common and one of the most
destructive members of the genus.
C ERCOf;PORA. ...tYICULARIS, Wint. Leaf spot of knot weed. Very
common on leaves of commC>n knot weed or door yard grass,
( Polygonum avicula1·e &; P. e1·ecturn ). It is very destructive,
forming whitish spots on the leaves. Many patches of this
weed were almost completely destroyed by the fun!.!·us this
season.
C ERcosrORA CLA VATA, ( Ger. ) Peck. On leaves of swamp milk 
weed [ ..I! sclepias incarnata ) and common milkweed [ A. syriaca ].
Forms brown patches on the under surface of the leaves.
Common, sometimes becoming quite injurious.
C ERCASPORA z1z1AE, E. & E. On leaves of Ziz'ia cor·daia. Quite
common and injurious. Form conspicuous white spo�� �1th
purple-brown borders,

III
F UNGI FO UND DAM AGING BOTH USEF UL PLA NTS
AND WEEDS.
PERONOSPORACEAE.

P 1moNosPORA E F F U S A , [ Grev. J Rabenh. Downy mildew of goose
foot and spinach. On leaves of goosefoot [ Chenupodium
liybn'.durn and C. alb'ltni ], and spinach [ Spinaceu oleroceu ].
Plentiful.
The fungus has been exceedingly destructive to
all hosts this season. The spinach was completely ruine,1,
m uch of it being killed before going to seed, and n�arly all
rendered unfit for use. Though this fungus is very useful in
injuring the weeds it is one of the worst enemies that the
spinach growers have to contend with here.
PERO NOSPORA PARASITICA, [ Pers. J DeBary. This mildew h as been
common on all of our cruciferous weeds, as the mustard, and
peppergrass. ln some cases it has been very damaging t• ,
them. It was also troublesome to the radishes in t h e ga rden
but did little damage to them.
PYRENOMYCETES. BLACK FUNGI.

OLA v1cEPs PUP.PUREA, [ Fr. J TuL Ergot Com mon on wheat grass
( Agropyritm glaucum ), quack u rass ( Ag. repens ), and w1ld
rye ( Rlymus canadensis ) .
It has been especially deRtructive
to the wheat grass and quack grass.
Hardly an un
jured head of either species could be found on the
college grounds. Here where these grasses are we eds
the fungus is ber:eficial in its effects, but in some parts
of the state, especially the West, where the, wheat gr.ass is one
of the forage grasses, it is very injurious wherever it occur6.
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It is thought by many to be very hurtful to stock that eat it
in the hay. The fungus has been known to occur on timothy
and cultivated rye in many states and is usually more or less
injurious in its effects.
UREDINEAE.

THE RUSTS.

Pucc1 N1A MENTHAE, Pers. Mint rust. II-III. On leaves of
Mint ( Mentha sp.), in wild flower garden, and on common
wild mint ( JJientha canadensis ), along streams. Very plenti
ful. This is one of our most destructive rusts. The plants in
the garden were almost ruined by it this year.
CoLEosrn1u uM so i IDAGlNis, ( Schw . ) Thuem. Golden-rod rust.
On leaves of tal l golden-rod ( Solida,qo serotina ), in the flower
garden and in the fields. Common. Frequently covers near
ly every leaf on a plant with scattered masses of orange colored
spores. Destructive
CoLEOSPO.R l U i\I soNcH r, (Pers. ) Lev. On leaves of wild aster in
both wild _flower garden and field. Common. Not nearly so
inju rious as the preceding species.
8 1£ P TOR L A

SPHAEROPSIDEAE.

oENOTHE J{AE, West. Leaf spot of evening primrose.
Very plentiful on yellow evening primrose (Oenothera biemds ],
in wild flower garden and in the fields. It is very destructive
forming large, irregular, pallid spots on the leaves.
HYPHOMYCETES.

P E1ucuLARlA G- 1:u::;EA, [ Cke. ] Sacc. On leaves of foxtail ( 8etm·ict
'1Jir'idis and S. glauca ), 'millet (Setaria italica), and rice-cnt grass
[ Leersia virginica ]. Common. It often proves very injurious
to millet, causing the leaves to shrivel and dry up long before
it is fit to cut for hay.
C ERcnsPOHA RosICOL A , Pass. Rose leaf spot. On leaves of both
· wild and cultivated roses, forming roundish pallid spots bo r
dered by purple. Not yet found to be very plentiful on cul
tivated roses here, but becomes very destructive to the wild
rose.
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